
ATHENS Predictive 
Claims Management

Dramatically increase your payout recovery with Predictive Analytics



Effective subrogation and fraud recoveries can dramatically affect the bottom line of insurance 
companies (as much as 20-30% of revenue).  The problem is that most insurance companies don’t 
have the resources to analyze (and re-analyze) claims on an ongoing, frequent enough basis to drive 
optimal recovery.  Looking through millions of claim notes and police reports to find subrogation 
opportunities or fraud indicators is incredibly labor intensive and error prone process.  That’s where 
Athens Predictive Claims Management comes in.  Athens is a purpose built, fully integrated AI and 
Machine Learning application that quickly and accurately identifies subrogation opportunities, fraud 
opportunities and categorizes claim complexity.  Athens wraps the entire process into a streamlined 
workflow process delivered in the cloud or on premise.

Athens analyzes structured and unstructured data alike.  For unstructured data such as claim notes 
and police reports, Athens performs fully automated topic modeling.  Topic modeling mines millions 
of claims notes and finds topics (groups of terms) that are related to subrogation, fraud or complexity.  
There’s no need to predefine subrogation search terms, but if you do know what you are looking for, 
Athens supports that too.  We even have preconfigured search terms for many claim types.

Athens then uses the latest predictive modeling (and AI) techniques such as Random Forest and Deep 
Learning to find subrogation, fraud and complexity.  Unlike any other claim analytics offerings in the 
market, Athens gives deep insight into how and why it makes the predictions it does.  

 Athens gives claim by claim analysis of its own findings.
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Athens Predictive Claims Management in the Cloud
Athens is delivered in the cloud or on premise (as private cloud).  This means Athens is available 
anywhere and anytime.  All that is required is valid credentials, a modern browser and a connection 
to the internet/intranet. 

Athens layers on user defined business rules onto the predictive analytics allowing the workflow to 
be driven by a combination of business goals (e.g. claim amount, line of business, etc.) and predictive 
output (e.g. probability of subrogation, fraud or complexity).  The final examiner review (and final claim 
status assignment) is done on a high priority list of claims as identified by the business rules/predictive 
output.

The result is an analytically driven solution with a configurable but streamlined workflow process.  
Claims get analyzed at scale in an unbiased manner.  Claim examiners are laser focused on the right 
claims and given deep insights into why the claims are potential subrogation, fraud or complexity 
candidates.
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Athens provides all the necessary infrastructure to deliver a highly secured, scalable and robust 
solution for both small and big data scenarios. Security is always a concern with insurance data so 
QueBIT implements encryption during the transmission of all data. Configuring Athens is a rapid 
process.  Most clients can be up and running in 1-2 weeks.

• Any claim type; subrogation, fraud or claim complexity triaging
• Management of both small and big data claims data volumes
• Rapid deployment (usually in 1 week)
• Highly accurate predictions requiring less examiner resources
• Predictive data insights (for each claim) focus examiners to key subrogation, fraud 

or complexity indicators
• Streamlined workflow 
• Extremely fast ROI realization (10x or more in the first year)
• Low entry cost

Benefits of AI and ML in Claims Management



About QueBIT
Trusted experts in analytics, QueBIT is dedicated to helping organizations to leverage their data 
to make more intelligent decisions that result in significantly improved business value. QueBIT 
has delivered analytics solutions to more than 450 organizations, including some of the largest 
and most successful companies in the world. QueBIT solutions span the entire spectrum of 
analytics, from data management, including Big Data strategy and implementation, Business 
Intelligence, Business Planning, Predictive Analytics and IoT Analytics. QueBIT’s unique CARE 
methodology coaches customers to achieve independence in solution ownership, while delivering 
rapid time to value. QueBIT has been recognized by many industry awards. www.quebit.com.
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